WASTE & RECYCLING
PRACTICE

Our Specialty?
Reducing
your risk

Industry
Insight

Waste management and recycling are dynamic, risky industries. They require a
comprehensive approach to handling their unique liabilities. Drawing on over 40 years
of combined specialty expertise, our Waste & Recycling practice will partner with you to
effectively manage your risk. We go beyond traditional methods to protect your assets,
employees and bottom line.

We provide coverage for a wide range of exposures, including: workers’ compensation, automobile
liability and physical damage, general liability, excess liability, environmental and pollution liability,
bonding, cyber liability and management liability, including directors & officers.
The organizations we serve operate in one of the most difficult and dangerous industries in the
country. From recycling facilities to hazardous and non-hazardous waste haulers and landfills, our
team understands the intricacies of your business and will work to craft a customized program to
protect your company and employees from various risk factors.
•Property exposures, particularly in recycling facilities
• Automobile accidents
•Excess liability to protect against “nuclear verdicts” inherent in the trucking industry
•Workers compensation to protect employees against higher than average risk exposure
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Solutions and
Capabilities

Due to the increased exposure and liability facing waste and recycling companies, it can be difficult
to secure adequate coverage. Our team understands the complexities of the market and will use
our skills to mitigate your risk and our relationships to develop specialized insurance plans.
•Safety training and resources tailored to you specific operational risk to improve saftety
practices and scores
•Risk management including loss control and robust claims advocacy to help keep claim costs
down
•Customized insurance programs designed to provide the most cost effective solutions

Why Choose
Risk Strategies?

When you’re facing the most pressing business challenges, maximizing your success starts with
the right partner. At Risk Strategies, you get a dedicated risk management consultant and partner
with in-depth industry knowledge and 25 specialty practices. Drawing on our relationships and
specialty expertise, our team works with clients on developing customized, comprehensive plans
at the best possible cost. In a complex industry with many exposures, you need a team that
understands the nuances and is able to provide a full assessment and risk management plan for
every liability. When you partner with Risk Strategies, you are getting specialized coverage and a
dedicated team that is ready to meet any and all challenges.

Want to
Learn More?

VISIT OUR KNOWLEDGE CENTER
https://www.risk-strategies.com/knowledge-center

ABOUT RISK STRATEGIES
Risk Strategies is a specialty national insurance brokerage and risk management firm
offering comprehensive risk management advice and insurance and reinsurance placement
for property & casualty, and employee benefits risks. With 25 specialty practices, Risk Strategies
serves commercial companies, nonprofits, public entities and individuals, and has access to
all major insurance markets. Ranked among the top brokers in the country, Risk Strategies has
over 100 offices including Boston, New York City, Chicago, Minneapolis, Miami, Atlanta, Houston,
Dallas, Nashville, Los Angeles and San Francisco.

CONTACT
Pam Caron
Senior Vice President and Waste & Recycling Practice Leader
(978) 852-4459
pcaron@risk-strategies.com
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